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Executive Summary 

High Speed Vessels (Catamarans) are being considered for employment in US 

Navy applications. High Speed Vessels (HSV) have dramatically improved speed and 

payload characteristics as compared to monohull ships and have the added benefit of 

being roll on/roll off capable for easy reconfigurability. However, the HSV has 

survivability and recoverability issues, which are addressed in detail in this study. 

To determine the feasibility of a military HSV, several commercial HSVs hull 

performances were compared under similarly loaded conditions. The Deadweight 

(Payload + Fuel) determines the speed attainable by the HSV. However, since 

Deadweight (DWT) is made up of Payload and Fuel, the range is directly related to both 

the fuel and the payload. The fuel has the added complication of being a larger 

percentage of the ship displacement than that normally encountered by monohull ships 

varying the speed as the fuel is consumed (up to 12-knot variation). Therefore, any choice 

of a commercial HSV can be easily justified by manipulating the desired payload, speed, 

and range data. The Austal 101 was chosen for conversion due to its stronger structure.  

A commercial HSV is converted to a military HSV by adding a flight deck, self-

defense weapons, a larger electrical generating plant, 2 chilled water plants, and an 

additional bulkhead in the propulsion plant to increase survivability. To make room for 

the flight deck on the 02 Level, the air conditioning systems located on top of the O3 

Level were moved forward 85 feet and the O3 Level was removed. Other changes 

included a Helo Control Station, a localized Command and Control Center, a larger 

Medical Facility, and larger crew berthing and living spaces. The table below summarizes 

the military HSV ship characteristics: 

LBP (ft) 291 LOA (ft) 331.3ft 

Beam (ft) 87.4 Full Load Draft (ft) 4.2 

Full Load Displacement (ton) 2.076 Light Ship Displacement (ton) 1.326 

Max Speed (Min. DWT) (knt) 40   


